
MATH
Alhumdulilah, we were able to finish 
our entire curriculum and even had 
time to practice for the Standardized 
Tests. I wish everyone great summer 
but remember to practice whatever 
Math you can through IXL or any 
other resources because research 
shows that kids who stay completely 
disconnected from academics over 
the summer lose 6 months of 
academic skills and fall a grade 
level below.
Sis. Anam

Ramadan Mubarak
Fifth Grade Gazette

Assalamu Aliykom 
We are in the end of the school 
year. Alhamdolillah we were 
able to complete five Surah’s 
during the school year (Al-
Jumu’ah, A-Saff, Al-
Munafiqun, Al-Hashr,
and At-Taghabun). We were 
also able to cover most of the 
meanings and important 
keywords and tajweed rules. 
Students worked on projects, 
worksheets and tests to 
enforce the concepts. 
Students earned parties as 
rewards. They participated 
and did so well in the Qur’an
Competition. Have a
wonderful and safe 
summer break. Sis. Asma

5th Grade Reading
This month students read informational texts about 

the planets and honeybees.
Sis. Fatimah

5th Grade Social Studies
This month students covered the 
cause and effects of WWI and WWII. 
Sis Fatimah



5th grade ELA
In preparation for this month's testing, we have been reviewing 

various grammar concepts, including adjectives, clauses, revising 
and editing. We have also been working on opinion writing and 
expressing opinions through debates. Sr. Meher

Fifth Grade Gazette

ASA dear parents. Ramadan Mubarak. Alhamdullah we had a great time 
preparing for the most blissful month of the year, Ramadan. Our students worked 
hard on creating greeting cards for families and friends, decorating lanterns, and 
overall investing creativity into their work. During art class, they also helped 
decorate our school to have a Ramadan theme. In addition, they also created cards 
for refugees as gifts.
Our students had so much fun on field day as they participated in various events.
It has been a pleasure to teach such wonderful and talented children. JAK. Have a 
great summer. Sis Heba

Arabic Newsletter  5th Grade
Can’t believe it is the end of the year …. We just wrapped unit 4 
(cleanliness is from Imaan) 5th graders worked on their project 
(cleaning campaign in Ilm Academy) they posted their posters on the 
walls all around the school Mashallah . The students learned how to 
differentiate letter waw with alif fariqa that connects to the past tense 
verb as a suffix than the waw that is part of the word itself.
5th graders learned the subject verb agreement with present tense verb 
by writing sentences.
Students will practice reading and interacting about Ramadan by 
reading a text about it to celebrate this holy Month and Eid Al fitr as 
well. Wish our students the best and Ramadan Mubarak to all of you.

Sis. Nafen



Technology 
Can’t believe we 
are at the end of 
the school year! I 
had a wonderful 
time with fifth 

graders. Next year 
as they will 

transition into 
middle school they 
will focus more on 

computer 
programming by 

working on 
introduction to 

Phyton. Sr. Saima

Fifth Grade Gazette
5th Grade Quran (boys)
Assalaamu’alaikum. Alhamdulillah the school year has come to an end 
with great success shown by the students. Students have fully memorized 
Surah Saff, Surah Jumu’ah, Surah Munafiqoon and part of Surah Hashr. The 
students not only have memorized these Surahs but are also aware of the 
reasons as to why and when these Surahs were revealed and what are the 
stories behind these Surahs etc.
Br. Ahmed

Assalamu alaykum wa rahmatullahi wa 
barakatuhu, Alhamdulillah! All praise to Allah 
(swt) who enabled us to complete this 
quarter of School successfully. 
Alhamdulillah, we were able to learn about 
Islamic Character wherein we competed the 
unit and learned about forgiveness, 
respecting humanity, parents, teachers, 
elders, others, yourself, and nature. We also 
learned about Muslim fashions and activities 
related to Ramadan took quizzes and tests 
to reinforce the lessons. Alhamdulliah!
Alhamdulillah, stoires had a year full of
stories. We pray that Allah (swt) puts 
Barakah in our time and make our students 
righteous leaders of the Believers, Ameen  
Sis Misbah

Islamic Studies 



Science
Alhamdila we have a solid finish to our last 

chapter of the book which covered earth and 
space. We are currently working on how to 

become young scientists. We are studying the 
nature of science, how to carry out a scientific 

research and how to conclude a fruitful conclusion 
based on our questions. We are conducting a 

literature review research to expand our curiosity. 
This will conclude the whole book and Alhamdila

it was such a great experience the student
and myself had!

As Salam Aleykum
Brother Sayel A.

Fifth Grade Gazette


